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Vaughn P. Shannon Balancing Act :US Foreign Policy and the Arab-Israeli Conflict (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003, pp156) As Vaughn Shannon notes in this useful study of US policy “The Arab-Israeli conflict has been described as a ‘war without end’. Such a perspective represents both the subjective frustration and empirical reality of seemingly endless cycles of violence between ‘Arab and Jew’ in the Middle East.” The struggle takes place against deep set attitudes among many Israelis and Palestinians — what the US diplomat George Ball has characterized as “At the heart of the problem is the Jews’ sense of insecurity and the Arabs’ feeling of injustice and dispossession.” The Arab-Israeli conflict dawned upon US foreign policy makers with the advent of the Cold War, basically in 1947-1948 when the possible partition of Palestine was being presented to the United Nations. Before 1947, the Middle East was, to most Americans, an area outside the political map — of concern to England and France. The bulk of Zionist leadership was in Europe, and American Jews, after 1934, were concerned with the fate of Jews in Europe than they were with Palestine. The Cold War made the US a ‘global player’ — each world area was of interest, if only to prevent the Soviet Union having a leadership role or an influence on social movements. Thus, the Middle East, was not seen by US policy makers as an independent area with its own culture and problems, but as a stake in Cold War politics and increasingly as a source of oil, a vital strategic resource. This Cold War mentality prevented looking at the Middle East in its own terms both on the part of the Americans and the Soviets. The end of the Cold War has not provided a new intellectual framework or a new willingness to deal with problems in a fresh way. Old style leadership still has its hold on Israeli and Palestinian politics and on most ‘old Middle East hands’ in Foreign Ministries. With no clear US interests in the Middle East, US foreign policy makers developed a balancing act — an enduring show of being even handed. As a 1964 State Department telegram to its diplomats stated “We intend to maintain to maximum degree an ‘even-handed’ position which will resist all proposals designed to tip balance in favor of one side or other. This policy should give us maximum leverage to obtain our objectives and produce middle of-the road resolutions acceptable to all”. “The title of this book refers to its thesis: that the United States, pulled by the strategic interest of oil access and the domestic interest in Jewish support, has performed an uneasy ballet for decades, balancing pro-Israel sympathies against sensitivity to Arab opinion...The result has been an awkward, situationally-driven patchwork of actions that leaves frustrated observers on both sides to claim ‘the United States does not have a Middle East policy’ .” Forty years down the middle of the road, we still have a road map with many blank spaces. The ‘balancing act’ was never taken very seriously by other observers of Middle East politics who usually considered US policy to be Israeli-centered and made by a Jewish-Israeli lobby active in US politics. Shannon indicates that US foreign policy making was more complex. Although the pro-Israeli lobby has been powerful in the US Congress, its influence on the State Department or the Presidency has been more limited. Without a clear image of US interests in the Israel-Palestine



conflict, US presidents and the State Department have pushed ‘process’ rather than ‘goals’ — a procedural bias. US policy is for negotiations among the parties with no clear end in mind. The other US strategy is ‘to throw money at the problem ‘— some 89 billion dollars since 1949. This aid currently represents some 30 per cent of all US development assistance. In addition to economic aid, there is military assistance. As Shannon notes “US military aid to Israel exceeds $1 billion annually; to the extent that the world sees Israel as engaging in an illegal military occupation, and to the extent that Israel uses its military power not just in pure ‘defense’ but to carry out assassinations and collective punishments that kill Palestinian civilians, the US is often regarded an accomplice or an empowering figure. Israeli incursions into Palestinian towns demolish homes and include curfews, arrests and deportations, actions that according to one account have a ‘radicalising effect on the Palestinian people’, with an increasing number of Palestinians supporting suicide attacks against Israel.” Thus to many the US ‘balancing act’ seems to be less and less ‘balance’ and more and more ‘act’. The major difficulty is that there is no alternative to US involvement. Neither the European Union nor the United Nations as a whole has been able to play a major role. Asia has avoided taking an independent position and has limited itself to voting for UN resolutions usually drafted by others. There is some hope that ‘civil society’ both Israel-Palestine and among those working for conflict resolution may be able to play a more active role in this ‘war without end’. René Wadlow
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